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Conserving and r pleninh4ng the tiier s*p3y of the thiited

States is en iiediate end d4g problen. There is a reel need
re efficient reforestation metheds. The pupose of the research

for

repertsd in this thesis ea to develop a

operated bz'csde*.tthg

meohine ibich could be need for the direct seeding of forest tree
seeds.

States of the

ited States Tier Supply

A eurve lasting three end one-ha3! years mes recently

ooimted b the United. States Forest Service (30, p.7). The survey
s saU

the tier Resource Isview.
Findings of the survey frdtcate that inproved techniques of

forestry as practiced in ree*nt years have Increased tier yields
rked3.y.

However, these

fin'tgs also indicate that the present rate

of forest growth La rrt high enough to supply the eaeoted nattwl

redrseents of tI*er b the period of years 1975 to 2000.
Forest Service eatitee of the ti*r depA that will
prevail t the year 2000 era from 70 to 120 percent greeter than

pr.ss*t foreit prodiotion. In order to meet the eatieated tiather
da, present reforestation progreme utU have to be greatly

ezpaed.

2

Some

ed4itiel f4Mng c

the TiaMr lesoura. Review are

listed belay:
The United States and parts of A1nbe contaIn 469,000,000

acres of forest 1yd.
- hmdrsd fifteen niulion of the above acres are poorly
stocked or non-stocked. Fifty zdUion acres need to be

coa1etely rep)anted imeedittaly.
3

Ti,er ovth is increasing eawbet, but the q*lity is
d.eI 4tlag.

4. The greatest possibilities for aiding to the timer

supply are to irove the stockthg of the poorly stocked
areas and to replant cut-over areas as fast as tier is
harvested. In a4dition, losses doc to insects, disease,
and fire meet be reduced.

Chief of the United States Fore8t Service, R. E.
been

Ardle, bee

ioted as saying (10, p.7):
Forestry is net a abart.4ime proposition. Where this

iMion stends in tI.r supply at the end of the
ceatory depends largely on actions taken during the
accept the assttian
next tne decades. . . . It

tt the pcpulatSAm of the United States is going to
beep an increasing at a rapid rate, and it ec accept

the beet eatiieatae of potential timer dein at all
seriously, it is going to require an intensification
t nest
of forestry offart ranging above end beyond
of us hess previously viaual1ed.
of toforestation ssy be brought into ehexer focus
Probl
on a local level by revieving the status of western Ore$sn forest lend
eameged by the Bn'aau of L

enagement (7, p.1). Slightly over

2,000,000 sore. of western Oregon tend is imdsr the Bureau of Land

3

1igeeawt 'a Jurisdiotion.

prorfi*tely 24,000 acres of this land are

siml1y herveeted of tin.r.

It 1mB been ewtited that only 40

percent of the cut-over lintl will have ben reseeded by natural asans
by the third year after cutting.

Projecting these figures into the

future reveals that by the year 1960, 270,000 acres of Bureau of Land

1&rigeaswt

1nd

can be expected to be zm-.stood or mder-atocked if

present trends are allowed to continue.
Several reasces have been advanced for the lack of natural

forest regeneration. Aig these is the erratic nature of natural Seed
production.

In addition, heavy rodent populations destroy large

iuentities of tree seed.

Also counted asong the chief obstacles of

natural forest regeneration is the rapid establiebsent of brush and
unwanted tree species.

These are but a few of the reasons why

artificial reforestation aist be given ure thought and consideration.

The iortance and seriousness of the current lack of
iasediate regeneration is seen by studying the resulting economic lose.

Assuming the average annual growth rate to be 00 board f..i per acre,
and veining the tinber at $30 per thousand beard feet, the resulting

loss per acre is $l for every year of delay in restoc4ng.

Thea, the

eeom,mic lose due to delay of restocking for only one year, on the

Bureau of Lend

'gaent land. alone, will asoznt to athing over

$220,000. At the present tim, there is en avemje lag of five years
between cutting and restocking.
The effect of lag in forest regeneration upon items such as
iature-boiding capacity of water-sheds, increased

lov-1-d

flood

4

potwii*l, and forest reoreatio1 value will xt be diseussed bars.
It can be seen, bowever, thet the Importance of these it

mey out-

weigh the actual dollar value at tim ti*er Involved.
Methods of reforestatioc tail into t claasitiestiona.
'1

First is tim planting estlmd, which is by far the

si popul*r and the

amet universally need. This method requires forest nursery stock or.e

or zre years old end ih band labor. 'tim second setliod is

n as

direct seeding 'nd Involves direct appliosties of seeds to the

retorestatior. site.
Some cost oosmriaons between the t

methods, as

the

Bureau of Land Menagmeent appear to favor direct seeding. Resent

costs of planting nursery stock were reported to be $21.64 per aere,
while costa of direct seeding averege $8.97 per acre

further

breakdown at the labor costs reveal 'that for direct eeedig using meV'

tools, 'the labor cost $3.50 to $4 per acre; the labor cost of aerial
seeding wes $3. .20 p.r sore. The labor cost of p1ating, measured In

terme of $25 per 'thousind trees, varied tro $10 to $20 per sore
depending

the zuer of trees planted per sore.
The position at the Bureau of Land 'gmeani In regards to

the iiortsos. of the direst seeding method wee md by
Lee 0, Himt, Assistant District Forester (7, p.2): "lack of

£euffLei.ntj fwa, tree nurseries and poreannel

it isrative for

the Bureau of lsnd Menagement to develop an effective direct seeding

5

Early Seeding Attempts --Cause of Failure

The United States Forest Service seeded over 12,000 acres on
many different areas in the Douglas -fir region.
to

the years l90

1913.

This occurred between

Some areas in British Colwnbia and a few

lumber company tree farms In we3tern Washington and Oregon have also
been restocked by direct seeding.

Heretofore, direct seeding of Douglas-fir was unaatisfaotory,
as reported by Kuimnel, Rindt, and Munger In

1944 (, p139).

Failures

were due mostly to destruction of the seed by birds and rodents and to
high ircrtality of the very young seedlIngs.

The Forest Service

abandoned direct seeding as a large-scale operation but has continued
some research on it in an effort to make the method practical.
Since

1944, spiralng labor costs and greatly increased tree

nursery costs have resulted In $uch high expenditures for replantlng
with seedlings that much interest has been directed recently toward
direct seeding.

Direct seeding has certain advantages and disadvantages when
compared to planting.

1t8 advantages are (, p.140):
Roots of the young trees start in a natural position and
do not become di3torted as n.y occur during traiisplanting.

Direct seeded trees are not as prone to insect and
disease attack as nursery stock

6

3.

Easier long-range planning is possible since there are
no nursery schedules to arrange two or three years in
advance.

4,

No capital investment in a nursery is needed.

5.

The amount of labor can be greatly reduoed.

The disadvaxtages of direct seeding are:
1. The nrtality for the first-year seedlings is high
conipared with older nursery stock,
2

Seedlings resulting from direct sowing have several
years disadvantage in competing with brush and weeds as
compared to nursery stock.

3

Direct seeding is more apt to result in too dense or too

thin a stand and to be poorly distributed
The general feeling concerning direct seeding, which only
recent1r has begun to obange, may be sunned up with a statement by

J. F. Kuxømel (, p.140):
The enemies and factors unfavorable to direct seeding
are nre numerous, more destructive, more difficult to
control, and nre unpredictable than those affecting
plantations: hence, the results of direat seeding are
boimd to be more erratic than the results of planting,

necessitating a larger n.rgin for saretygn the seeding
rate per acrej.

Ethaustive tests and experiments now being conducted by the
Bureau of Land Management have as their aim the elimination of several

of the above disadvantages relating to the direct sowing of tree seeds,
Recent developments in rodent and bird repellants have greatly reduced.

7

the losB of seed.

Studies are being niade to select a suitable nurse

crop for the tiny seedlings.

Direct Seeding Methods

Several methods have been used in the past for sowing the
seeds directly in the forest environment.

Two broad classifications

wox1d be:

Putting the seeds beneath the soil in "spots,"
Broadcasting the seed on top of the soil.
The first method

i3

generally considered the best for the

larger seeded varieties such as pine.

The "spots" may be either

several seeds inserted in the soil as is or several seeds may be
cleared of
carefully planted in a sll prepared "spot" which has been
trash and lightly tilled.
this purpose.

Several special tools have been devised for

One is called the Baker AutontiO Tree Seed Planter and

is manufactured in Portland, Oregon.

Another, devised by Roy R, Silen,

entitled A Walking Stick
was described in a Master of Forestry thesis
Planter for Pelleted Douglas-fir Seed.

This method of seeding is

conceded to be quite slow arid is also very expenBive in terms of labor

must
cost; however, there may be some condition$ under which it can or
be employed in order to effect satisfactory reforestation.
Method number two, broadcasting, is usually favored for small
seeded species such as hemlock.

Douglas-fir seed is about mid-range as

for size and has been seeded by both methods.

g

Broadcasting has been done using a sweeping motion of the
hand as in primitive grain sowing and also by hand-operated machines.
Broadcasting has also been accomplished using airplanes and helicopters.

For small areas of a few acres and for experimental plots,
the Bureau of Land Management has used a small, hand -operated, broad -

cast seeder made by the Cyclone Seeder Company (see Figure 1, p.9).

Recent Direct Seeding Experiments

The first successful large-scale direct seeding was conducted
by the Oregon State Board of Forestry using helicopters and pre-baiting

with poison grain for rodent control on the 300,000-acre Tillamook
burn.

Development, by the United States Fish and Vlildlife Service, of

suitable protectants against rodents that can be applied directly to
the tree seed made it possible to initiate direct seeding on small,
clear-cut areas too small for use of aircraft.

Earliest field trials

of broadcast seeding Douglas-fir on small areas were conducted using
hand-operated Cyclone1 seeders slightly modified.

The modification

consisted of the substitution of a metal seed box to replace the
original canvas bag in order to prevent spilling of valuable seed and
to keep it dry.

The seeder was designed many years ago to fulfill

farmers' needs in broadcast seeding of small areas where seed metering
accuracy was of little importance and where severe service was not a
consideration (5, p.2),

The term "Cyclone" is a trademark of the Cyclone Seeder Company,
Inc., Urbana, Indiana.

9

FIGURE

I

MODIFIED CYCLONE BFOADCAST SEEDER

10

After using the modified Cyclone seeder for aeveral seasons
it was concluded that accurate and consiGtent metering of small amounts
of tree seeds (as little as one-quarter pound per acre) was impossible.

Furthernre, the machine was of flimsy construction without adequate
bearings or proteoted gears so that parts often failed to last through
even a short season.

Another disadvantage of the conuneroially made

agricultural seeder was that considerable seed was wasted by the lack
of a device to prevent seed flow from the hopper when the operator
paused or stopped to climb over logs or for other reasons.

Summary

A natioiial si.u'vey has found taat the present rate of forest

growth is not high enough to supply future requirements of timber.

If

the estimated future timber de1ai1d3 are to be met, reforestation
progralnB nn.tst be expanded.

One way to expand the reforestation program is to develop
teehmiq.ues that will increase the efficiency of the direct seeding
metthd.

Increased use of more efficient direct seeding will accelerate

forest regeneration and reduce aosts
Of the several ways to increase the efficiency of direct

seeding, perhaps the nst fundamental is to distribute the tree seed
evenly In proper amounts at a reasonable cost
For small areas of less than 300 acres it has been found that

rnaivally operated seeding rchines are nre economical than airplanes
or helicopters0

Both governmental and private agencies have done work

with direct seeding, using manually operated broadcast 8eeders0

11

The nchine nst often used was a modified version of the
Cyolone agricultural seeder.

The modification consisted of replacing

the original canvas hopper with a small metal container thAt more
adequately protected the seed from rain and dampness (see Figure 1,
p.9)

Most users agreed that the ixdified Cyclone seeder was not

substantial enough nor accurate enough for u8e In reforestation work.
It was for that reason the Bureau of Land Managent contacted the

Agricultural Engineering Department at Oregon State College and asked
that a research project be set up with the purpose of developing

adequate tools for ue in direct seeding forest tree seeds
The intent of this thesis is to describe fully the design
and development of a band tool for direct seeding work, specifically,

a manually operated broadcast seeder

12

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Before work was begun on the design of the broadcast seeder,
son

background research was undertaken to discover what had previously

been accomplished on similar projects.
Several professional foresters were contacted, both in person
and by letter, in order to get the feeling of what they thought should
constitute an efficient hand tool for direct seeding.

During this

period, ideas were gathered for both the broadcast seeder and for a
seed spotting tool.

The latter was to be developed after a successful

broadcaster had been constructed.
Standard library references such as the Readers Guide,

Agricultural Index, and Engineering Index were searched for information
concerning direct seeding of forest trees and tools for direct seeding.

The best sources of information were found to be Forestry Abstracts2
and a compilation of forestry thesis titles3,
Copies of reports and research papers concerning direct
seeding were obtained from the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, and also from the California Forest and Range
Experiment Station.

Reading these reports gave the author knowledge of

the background and history concerning direct seeding,

In addition,

2

Forestry Abstracts is compiled from the worlds forestry
literature. It is prepared by the Commonwealth Forestry Bureau,
Off ord, England, and is published quarterly by the Commonwealth
Agriculture Bureau, Farnham Royal, England.

3

Osborn, Katherine Thipple (Hughes). Forestry theses accepted by
colleges and universities in the United States, 1900-1952.
Subject index by Ray A. Yoder and William I. West. Corvallis,
Oregon, 1953. 140p.
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knowledge of the silvicultural problems involved in direct seeding was
obtained.

Results of the preliminary research revealed that most of the
direct seeding tools heretofore developed were of the seed spotting
type which placed the seed in individual hills or spots under the soil
surface.

The only tool of the broadcasting type upon which information

could be found was the modified Cyclone seeder (3, pp.1-2).
It was the inadequacy of the Cyclone seeder which prompted
the demand for a better machine; therefore, a study of the modified
Cyclone seeder, its operating characteristics and component parts, was
made the starting place for the project of developing a new seeder.
The writer accompanied a group, directed by Lee 0. Hunt of the Bureau
of Land Management, to an area in the Tillamook burn which was the site
of some direct seeding experiments.

Three modified Cyclone seeders

were used to seed the experimental plots.

Information gained by

observing the operating characteristics of the seeders while in use
under field conditions was of material benefit in subsequent design
work.

14

SL4.TKMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES

The problem, the subject of this thesis, was to design and
build a practical, efficient broadcasting machine suitable for use with
forest tree seeds.
The broad, general reqpirenients of a machine developed

specifically for use in broadcasting tree seed are as follows:
The machine must give protection to the seed so that it
will not spill while being carried over rough terrain
and will not become wet during rainy weather.
The mechanical parts must be constructed of strong, light
materials that resist wear.
A seed metering device must be incorporated in the
machine which will discharge seed accurately and
uniformly.

4,

A positive and quick-acting shut-off device should be
provided to prevent seed loss during emergencies or
delays.

There are several hand broadcast Beeders available
commercially for sowing agricultural seeds.
certain characteristics that c&u$
work.

These machines have

them to be unfit for reforestation

The undesirable characteristics are summarized below.
1.

An open canvas bag is used to hold the seed.

This is

unsatisfactory for use on rough terrain or in wet
weather.

1,
The mecbani3m for metering the rate of seed discharge is

not accurate.
The meclianica]. components of the ri.ch1nes are not

designed to withstand bard usage0

The statenient of the problem is not complete without a

description of the seeds -that are to be broadca.st with the machine

Table I describes some of the nre coimin kinds of tree seed used

lxi

the Pacific Northwest for reforestation work (see p.17).
An impression of the size of the various ld.nds of seeds can
be gained by noting the average nunber of seeds per pound, as given in
Table I. Then received ready to use, the tree seeds bave been

dewinged and are generally free of trash, though occasionally bits of
bark and twigs n.y be present,

Douglas-fir seed is used in much greater quantities than ny
other0 The seed is roughj..y the size of a kernel of wheat, but, mlike
wheat, it is fairly flat and tends to be triangular shaped. The size
and shape of the seed tends to vary somewhat due to the variable
aimirnts of wing remaining after the de-winging process. Very often, an

aluithrwn dust is mixed with the seed before use. Then alwninum-eoated
seed is used with the Cyclone seeder, a1mdnum dust coats the gears eixd

wearing surfaces and, because the dust particles are very bard, has an

abrasive effect.

16

Jb jectives

Specific objectives of the problem inoluded the following
items:

The broadcast swath width 8hould not be less than 2
feet.

The seeding rate should be adjustable from as little as
one-tenth pound of seed per acre to as much as five
pounds per acre,

Weight of the machine should not be nre than ten to
twelve pounds.

4

The machine should not seriously impair the balance of

the operator a he carries it aoros
over obstructions

steep Mllsides arid

TABLE I

DATA RELATIVE TO SOME FOREST TREE SEEDS USED FOR
REFORESTATION WORK IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST4

Rate Per
Acre

Depth of Seed
Placement in the Soil
Heavy
Light or
Soils
Coarse Soils

Average Number
Seeds Per Lb.

Method of
Seeding

40,000

Broadcast

1/2 to 1 1b

None

None

Sitka spruce

210,000

broadcast

1/4 to 1/2 lb.

None

None

Hemlock

297,000

Broadcast

1/4 to 1/2 lb.

None

None

Ponderosa pine

10,000

Broadcast

1 to 2 1b

None

None

Ponderosa pIne

10,000

Seed spots

1/4 to 1/2 lb.

3/4"

800

Seed spots

1 to 2 lbs.

1 1/4" to 1

Kind of Seed

Douglas-fir

Sugar pine

Noble fir

14,000

Broadcast

3/4

Noble fir

14,000

Seed spots

1 to 2 lbs.

4

to 1 1/2 lbs.

to 1 1/4"

None

1/2" to 1"

3/4fl

1/4

to 1/2"

1/2" to 1
None
1/4" to 1/2"

Sharrer, State Supervisor of the Bureau
of Land Management, in a written conmication, dated August 10, 1954.
The infoririation in this table was supplied by Mr. G. H
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METhODS AND MTER1ALS
In this portion of the thesis, the methods by which the
objectives were met are described and iflu2trated.

ReasonB for

choosing the specific n.teria1s used in constructing the broadcast
seeder are given.

Presented first is the design of the initial

working nde1 and the nteria1s used in its construction.

The changes

and ndificationB that were uade are described next, and finally,
detailed plans and specifications of the broadcast seeder in its
present forn are presented.

Design of the First Working Model

In the discussion of the first working ndel of the broadcast
seeder, only the n.jor items are considered.

Details of small hardware

fittings, the alwi num gear frame, and the alimi num base plate are
onitted from the text.

Also omitted are details of the wood and

leather body rest and the leather belts which support the weight of the

nchine on the operator.

All of the minor items are shown In detail on

the complete set of worki*g drawings which comprise Sheets 1 through 11
of Figure 16.

After the requirements and objectives of the problem had been
established, the designer then decided in what manner they were to be
met.

The

dified Cyclone seeder (see Figure 1, p.9) was carefully

studied, and it was decided that rather than niodffy it further in an

attempt to solve the problem, an entirely new machine would be built.

19

At this point, a decision had to be nde concerning the basic,
fundamental principles that were to be used in a new naohine.

Basic Principles

Basic principles of the Cyclone seeder are:
A hand crank transmits power through a set of bevel and
spur gears to turn a fan which is revolving about a
vertical axis.

Seed drops onto the fan from a hopper above and is
caught by the blades of the fan
radially due

to

to

be hurled out

the action of centrifugal force.

The basic principles of the Cyclone seeder have been used
many years for sowing agricultural seeds and have been successful
because of their simplicity and efficiency.

Many large, tractor-

powered broadcast seeders of this type are currently used to sow grass
and legume seeds.

A test of the operating characteristics of the modified
Cyclone seeder had been ma.de by the Oregon State Board of Forestry in
1954.

Testing with Douglas -fir seed, it was found that the broadcast

swath width was approximately 26 feet; 11 feet to the left and 15 feet

to

the right.

It was also found that, when turning the crank one

complete revolution with every step and calibrating the machine

to

spread one-hif pound of seed per acre, the seed was evenly distributed
with approirmte1y two feet between individual seeds

(3, p.1).

20

The results of the test given above could not be verified by
the author because of the difficulty in obtaining a sufficient quantity
of Douglas-fir seed.

by the Bureau of Land

Several ndified Cyclone seeders had been donated
nagement but the amount of Douglas -fir seed

needed for testing purposes was not obtained until after the first

working xdel of the new broadcast seeder had been completed.

It was

desirable to test the nchines using Douglas-fir seed because of its
importance in reforestation work.

Other seeds could not be substituted

in place of Douglas-fir for testing purposes because of the differences
in seed density, shape and surface texture characteristics.
It was suggested -that perhaps the seeds could be broadcast

by being carried in a stream of air.

In order to determine the

possibilities of this juetliod, a band-operated Hudson crop duster was

obtained for study (see Figure 2, p.21).
Basic operating principles of the Hudson crop duster are:
Power is tmnsrnitted from a hand crank through a set of
spur gears to a straight-bladed centrifugal fan which
turns at high speed to produce a flow of air.
Dust is metered from the hopper and is carried into the
fan blades and then out the fan opening with the air
stream to be deposited on growing plants.
Further consideration of the possibility of using a xving
air stream to broadcast the seed disclosed that the power required to
create sufficient air velocity would be excessive for a hand-powered
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FIGURE

2

HUDSON HAND-OPERATED CROP DUSTER,

MODEL 806
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machine.

Son

physical relationships that occur in the operation of

centrifugal fans similar to those used on hand dusters are:

N1Q1

N2

H2

N13 = hp1
N23

hp2

where N1 and N2 are the speeds of the fan at conditions one and two

respectively; Qi and Q2 are the quantities of air nved by the fan;
H1 and H2 are the respective pressures involved; hp1 and hp2 represent
the power necessary to drive the fan under the two conditions.
Equation one shows that in order to douhle the output of air
it would be necessary to double the speed of the fan, while equation
three reveals that the power required varies as the cube of the speed.
This would indicate that the anxunt of air necessary to carry tree
seeds 15 or 20 feet would require much nore horsepower than an operator
could comfortably develop with a hand crank.
Because of the impractical aspects of using a stream of air
to sow the seed, it was decided to follow the fundamental principles
embodied in the Cyclone seeder when designing the new broadcasting
machine.

Previous to this decision it had been determined that the

broadcasting machine should be hand powered.

A portable power unit was

not considered practical because of the small working budget and the
high unit cost that would result.
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reIimnazv Sketc

the Bz?adoast Seeder

In order to help crystallize the problem in the designer's
ndn1, several sketches of suitable shapes for the broadcast seeder
were drawn.

It was required that both the mechanical coxonents and

the seed be protected.

The sketches shown in Figure 3 were the basis

for the appearance and design of the broadcast seeder (see p.24).

Bevel Gears Versus a Flexible Shaft

Once the basic operating principles had been established, the
question arose of how to transmit the power to the broadcast fan.

The

Cyclone seeder has a combination of bevel and spur gears to power the
fan and to increase the gear ratio.

The bevel gears are used to

transmit power from the hOrizontal crark to the vertical fan shaft (see
Figure 1, p.9).

Quality of the Cyclone seeder bevel gear set is low;

the gear alignment is haphazard and the gear tooth shapes are irregular
This aflows inexpensive construction but renders the

and crude.

nchine unreliable.

If used in the construction of a dependable

nchine, bevel gears n.de of metal would necessarily have to be of good
quality, be accurately assembled and properly lubricated and protected.
Another means of transmitting power ti-irough an angle is by

use of a flexible shaft.

Several advantages of this method are

(13, pp.12-13):
1.

Simplicity.

The flexible shaft i.kes it possible to

tmnsuttt power between any two points, with a single
unit, regardless of the relative positions of the two

FIGURE

3

PRELIMINARY SKETCH OF BROADCAST SEEDER
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points.

Flexible shafts are generally easy to service

and require only a small anxunt of maintenance.
2.

Economy.

Manufacturing costs are often reduced due to

the simplicity of flexible shafts.

Assembly time is

saved because they eliminate the need for accurate
alignment of connected parts.

After several trial designs of the power train had been
sketched using both bevel gears and a flexible shaft, the latter was

chosen because, in addition to being simpler, it provided a design
which would be mere readily

altered

as development progressed.

Figure 4 is one of the preliminary design sketches in which a flexible
shaft was used (see p.26).

Details concerning the selection and design

of the flexible power shaft are given

in

Appendix A.

Seed Metering Device
An important objective of the project was to design an
accurate and reliable seed metering device.

There are a number of

metering devices used on various types of agricultural planting and
seeding implements; many are crude, but others are quite accurate.

however, few if any are required to meter out such small aunts of
seed as is necessary for a tree seeder.

The seeding rate for Douglas-fir tree seeds may be visualized
by comparing it with the seeding rate for wheat.

Assuming a rate of

one-half pound of Douglas-fir seed per acre, there would be one seed
per 2 .l7

square feet of area.

This would compare to approxizxately 100

kernels of wheat for the same area.
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The first seed metering device that was built and tested
consisted of a thin, aluminum disc containing holes of different sizes
around its circumference (see Figure 4, p.26, and Figin?e 5, p,23).

The

disc was placed at the bottom of the seed hopper in such a way that the
holes restricted the flow of seeds passing thTough them depending upon
the size of the hole.

Interchgeable discs were nude with boles of

different sizes on each disc.

A partictil

sized hole was selected by

turning

an

p. 29).

Provision for shutting off the flow of seed from the hopper was

indexing wheel located inside the seed hopper (see Figure 6,

provided by a plate which closed of f the hole similar to the action of

the lens shutter of a simple box camera.

A schentic sketch of the

shut-off plate is shown In Figure 4 (see p.26).

Figure 7 shows one of

the variations of tle shut-off plate that was tested (see p.30).

Broadcast Fan and Gear Train Desizn

It was necessary to design the broadcast fan and the gear
train simultaneously because the desired speed of the fan had to be
known before the proper gear ratio could be established.

The Cyclone

seeder broadcast fan was used as a basis for the design.

A crn1dng speed of from 65 to 70 revolutions per ndnute can
be comfortably ninta1ned by an operator of the Cyclone seeder.

At

this cranking rate the peripheral, speed of its broadcast fan is

approriTntely lOO feet per ndnute.

The swath width of about 26 feet

which this speed produces using Douglas-fir seed is considered
satisfactory, but a wider swath would be desirable.

With this In

mind, the fan of the new broadcaster was designed to operate with a
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FIGURE

5

EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF BROADCAST SEEDER
N ALUMINUM SEED METERING
WHICH UTiLIZED
DISC
ND
DEAD-MAN" TWIST-GRIP HOPPER
SHUT-OFF CONTROL
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,

A

FIGURE

6

EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF BROADCAST
SEEDER WHICH UTILIZED IN INDEXING
WHEEL INSIDE HOPPER TO SELECT
DESIRED HOLE. IN SEED METERING
DISC.
(SEE ARROW)
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FIGURE

PARTIALLY

7

ASSEMBLED BROADCAST SEEDER

WHICH USED A SPRING-LOADED SHUT-OFF
ND
PLATE AS A HOPPER OPENING LEVEF
A SEPARATE LEVEF TO RELEASE THE
SI1UT-OFF PLATE TO A CLOSED POSITION.
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Cyclone seeder,
peripheral speed somewhat greater than that of the

is a function of
because the distance tlmt a fan will throw a particle
fan.
the peripheral speed (tangential velocity) of the

The gear train

to the
ratio neoessary to impaist the desired operating characteristics

broadcast fan was calculated to be one to sixteen.
scheii.tic sketch of the gear train (see p32).

Figure 8 is a

A discussion of the

anã. gear train
physical laws relative to the design of the fan speed

ratio is given in Appendix 13.

Nylon used

gear iiiaterial.

An important factor in the

be
design of the gears was the nterial of which they were to

de.

in order to give
The use of metal gears would require sealed cases
adequate protection arid to provide a lubricant reservoir.

It was felt

also add to the
that this would umieoessarily complicate the design and
weight of the machine.

Consequently, plastics were investigated as a

possible gear material.
bearings,
Nylon has excellent properties for ue as gears,

chosen as a
and cams in xny applications, and for this reasozi it was
n.terial for construction of the broadcast seeder.

A few of its

desirable characteristics are listed below (2, p.2, and 6, p.203):
1.

Nylon is tough, resilient and abrasion resistant.

It is

of
a therniplastic with less thazi half the density

aluminum.

The nterial 1as an excellent strength-to-

weight ratio.
n.terial.

Nylon n.y be described as a bornlike

Although resilient and send-flexible, it has

a liardness in the range of

Ui

;hite metals.

excellent frictional properties.

It 1as

In my oases where
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FIGURE 8
BROADCAST SEEDER GEAR TRAIN. THE DRIVER IS
ATTACHED TO THE CRANK; THE DRIVEN PINION IS

ATTACHED TO FLEXIBLE SHAFT WHICH DRIVES
BROADCAST FAN.
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loads are not great, little or no lubrication is
required.

Nylon is quite heat resistant in ooiiparison with nst
plastics.

Fabricated parts nude of certain types of

nylon can retain their form at temperatures up to 4EO°F.
However, contlnuoua use in air at temperatures above
175°F will cause oxidation embrittlement
Nylon is resistant -to niost

oheziiicals.

Many types of

nylon are inert to a]Jalies, solvents, organic acids,
and dilute mineral acids.

It is nontoxic, noncorrosive,

and resistant to attack by fungus.
greases, freons, and gasoline.

It also resists oils,

However, nylon cannot be

used in contact with concentrated mineral acids, niten

phenol,

or formic acid.

A selected list of properties of nylon plastic resin is given
in Table II on page 34.

A comparison of the specific gravity of steel

(approx1ntely 7.8) with that of nyloxi (approx1ite1y 1.1) indicates
the relative lightness in weight of the latter.

Details of the gear

design using nylon as a nterial are given in Appendix C.

Nylon gears are nst easily and nst inexpensively produced
by the method of injection ulding when used In large quantities.
However, since no source could be located which had nylon gears of the
correct dimensions available, a quantity of njlon sheet and bar stock

was obtained, from which the gears were nch1ned to correct spec ifications.

TABLE II

SELECTED PROPERTIES OF NYLON PLASTIC RESINS5

Units

Property

1

u 6

70°F

lb/sq in

15,700

12,900

13,000

ll,gOO

15,700

73°F

lb/sq in

10,500

7,000

7,400

5,000

6,000

17 0°F

lb/sq in

7,600

6,760

,000

Shear Strength

lb/sq in

9,600

E,400

3,700

2,500

Stiffness, 73°F

lb/sq in

200,000

150,000

70,000

19, 00

Flexural Strength, 73°F

lb/sq in

13, 00

8,000

1,000

Tensile Strength,

Hardness, Rockwell

R ll

it 111

R

6 ,000
3,000

3

R 45

R 95

276

4l

Flow Tenperature

4ao

397

276

sorption

1.5

0.4

2.0

0.67

1.09

1.13

1.14

Water

Specific Gravity

1.14

I

5

The inforntion in this table was published by E. I. DuPont de Nenurs and Company.

6

The type of nylon recommended for ue as a nterial for gears and bearings is PvI 101.
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Nyloxi bearings uod

Becaime of its ability

gear train.

to perform well as a bearing, even without lubrication under conditions
of light load and slow shaft speeds (12, p.103), nylon was selected as

a bearing iterial for the broadcast seeder.

The theoretical bearing

loads were determined according to recommended procedures (4, pp.E-14),
The

after which beariiigs of the proper size and design were selected.

type of nylon bearing chosen consists of a thin liner of nylon
surxounded by a thin-wall, steel outer sleeve7.

Procedures that were

used to deteriidne the bearing loads were outlined in Appendix D.

The method of nunting the gear train relative to the broadcast fan can be seen by studying Figure 9 (see p.36).

Figure 10

illustrates the method used to protect the fan from accidental dange.

Laminated plastic used for seed hopper and enclosure.

Glass

fiber reinforced lminted plastic was used as a material to form the
seed hopper and the mechanism enclosure.

Figure 5 on page 2
the hopper.

and Figure 6, page 29, show the sbpe of

It was constructed by applying a layer of glass cloth to a

nld (see Figure 11, p.37), saturating the layer with a thermosetting
resin, allowing it to harden, and then repeating the process until the
desired amount of rigidity and strength was obtained.
The size and shape of the niecbEnism enclosure is sho

Figure 12 on page 37.

in

The method of construction was sinilar to that

of the seed hopper except that a wooden forn was used.
7

Nylined (trademark) bearings are patented by Thomson Industries,
Inc., Manhasset, New York.
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FIGURE

9

METHOD OF MOUNTING THE GEAR TRAIN

AND FAN TO THE BASE PLATE

FIGURE

(0

BROADCAST FAN AND GUARD
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FIGURE II

HOPPER MOLD MADE OF INTERIOR PLASTER

FIGURE 12
LAMINATED PLASTIC MECHANISM ENCLOSURE

Glass fiber reinforced plastic r.teria1 was chosen for the
above components beaause of its ability to withstand rough bandling.
It has excellent resistance to denting and will crack only &fter
extreme abuse.

The n.terial is light and easily n.chined onae it is

formed into shape.

Glass fiber reinforced plastic has a high strength-

to-weight ratio (11, p.34).

Testixi

First Wor'Icn

}dbdel

As soon as com5truetion of the initial working model was
completed, its mechanical component8 were tested for performance.

The

tests consisted prIiri1y of observing the operating characteristics of
the xz.chine while strapped in position on an operator and araked by
hand.

The results of the tests indicated that the power train,
including the gear set and the flexible shaft, performed satisfactorily.

The operation was siioth and quiet, requiring only a reason-

able anoimt of turning effort on the crank.
Tests of the seed metering device (the perforated disc)

disolosed that ndffioations were neoessarr.

The device was satisfac-

tory for the range of higher seeding rates becauae the flow of seed,

which was relatively large, tended

to

However, when the kles corresponding

keep the holes from plugging.

to

the lower seeding rates were

uaed, the seed tended to block the opening, causing the seed flow to be
erratic.

Several different mechanical agitators were devised, but the

results were negative.

The seed nter1ng problem was aolved when a
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This mechirTsm is described

fluted-wheel type of device was installed.
under the heading of Modifications.

p.30)

Figure 7 (see
close the seed hopper.
loaded opening lever.

illustrates the levers used to open and

The flat plate with the hole acted as a spring-

As the lever was noved

to

the open position, a

spring -loaded nylon pin dropped into place, thus holding it in the open
position.

The closing lever (extending horizontally

to

the lower left

of Figure 7) was actuated by lifting it, which in turn lifted the nylon

pin from its socket, thus allowing the opening lever
closed position.

to

return to the

The mechanism worked satisfactorily, but it was

decided that it was not auton.tic enough in that it required the
conscious effort of the operator to shut off the flow of seed.

It was

desirable that the flow of seed from the hopper cease inunediately when

the operator stopped operating the seeder,

in

obstacle or because of some other emergency.

order to negotiate an
The dead-.nn device,

which was next constructed and tested as a method of automatically
shutting off the flow of seed, will be described later.

When the seed distribution pattern produced by the broadcast
fan was studied, it became evident that nodifications of the fan were
necessary also.

The four blades of the fan were made straight and

extended radially from the center in a ranner similar to that of the
Cyclone seeder fan.

However, for some reason which was not definitely

established, almost all of the seed flew off the fan to land on the
operatorts left; very little seed was carried to the right.

This was

probably due to the fact that the radial distance the seed had to
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travel after dropping on the fen

.s so short and the centrifugal force

so great that all of the seed was tbro'wn from the edge of the fan
before it could be carried around to the right.
The distribution patterns and the swath width were determined

with the ue of several large pieces of canvas spread upon a 1an.
After the operator had walked across the center of the canvases while
crarkir*g the n*chine, the distances to the outernoat seeds were

nasured aBd the patterns studied.

Figure 13 (see

the nnner in which the CanVaBes were laid.

p.41)

illustrates

It was found that the tree

seed did not bounce appreciably on the canvas-covered lawn.

Hard-

surfaced areas were not used because the seed bounced such a distance
that a. true pattern could mt be determined.

Modifications

Modifications were begun as soon as tests of the first

working ndel indicated the need.

The following portion of the text

describes the nature and extent of the mechìanical ohflgeS n.de during
the development of the broadcast seeder.

The ndifioations are

discussed in approximately the order in which they were nude.

Broadcast

As previoualy mentioned, the seed pattern produced by the
fan was not satisfactory.

All of the seed was deposited to the left of

the operator's path; none was spread to the right.

by replacing t

This was rendied

of the straight radial fan blades with forward-curving

4'

FIGURE

13

CANVAS SPREAD UPON LAWN FOR

USE AS SEED PITTERN TEST AREA
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blades.

The curved blades tended to carry the seeds farther around the

periphery of the fan before casting them into the air.

The seed

distribution pattern resulting from the changes was satisfactory.
Sheet 5 of Figure 16 on page 54 indicates the current design of the
broadcast fan.

Control

pead-n Lype Ioer 1nxt-Of

When it was decided that the original mechanisms for opening
and closing the hopper did not fully meet the reqiirement for a quickacting shut-off device, the suggestion was made that a dead-n type of
mech,ni sin be used.

The term "dead-msn" refers to the principle of a

type of control lever that is held

in

the on or operating position by

the conscious effort of the operator but will return automatically to
the off position if for any reason the operator's grip is relaxed.

The dead-mn principle was used
loaded twist-grip on the broadcast seeder.

in

the form of a spring-

A motorcycle throttle

assembly was obtained and a wire cable was fastened

at the bottom of the hopper

in

The spring tension was

adjusted so that the operator could hold the grip

long

a shut-off plate

such a way that the hopper could be

opened with a quarter turn of the twist-grip.

for

to

periods of time without fatigue.

in

the open position

Figure 5 on page 28 and

Figure 14, page 43, illustrate the position of the twist-grip and the
cable.

The performance of the twist-grip hopper opening mechAnism
was satisfactory; however, the need for it was obviated when the
fluted-wheel seed metering device was adapted to the seeder.
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FIGURE

7

14

TWIST-GRIP HOPPER SHUT-OFF DEVICE
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'luted-Thee1 Seed etering Mechanism

'While attemptirg to ndify the perforated disc metering
device so that it would work properly, other methods of metering seed
were sought.

During the preliminary research, all manner of agricultural
seed metering devices were reviewed, including the fluted-wheel. Most

of them were rejected on the grounds that, where oonierciaUy
available, they were too large and crudely made for the purpose
intended. To construct them in miniature would have been prohibitively
expensive. However, during the construction of the first working ndel
of the broadcaster, a lead rg farm implement manufacturer Introduced a

new line of grain drills having a grass seeding attaobnient. Investigation disclosed that the fluted-wheel metering device used in the grass
seeding attachments could be easily ndified to fit the broadcast
seeder.
The new fluted-wheel mec1anisms for seeding grasses are only

about half the size of those used for grain. Their construction is
excellent in that they are made by modern methods to fairly close
dimensional tolerances. Pressed and sintered powdered xaetal is used to
form the cut-off and the fluted-wheel. The case assentbly is die-cast
aluniinuin.

Itenis desigrated 35, 36, and

37

on Sheet 9 of Figure

16

(see p. %) are the three principal parts of the mechanism. Item 35 is
the case assembly, 36 is the cut-off, and 37 is the fluted-wheel.
Figure l (see p.45) illustrates the method of driving the
fluted-wheel by use of a sill ladder chain and suitable sprockets.
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The shaft which drives the fluted-wheel is square along a portion of
its length.

Upon this square section, the fluted-wheel and the out-off

are free to move back and forth.

It is this freedom to move laterally

which provides the means of adjusting the flow of seed to differing
rates.

As the fluted-wheel is turned by the square shaft, several

seeds are trapped in each flute, which are then oarried around to be
discharged by gravity onto the broadcast fan.

The quantity of seed

that is discharged by each revolution of the fluted-wheel is a function
of the length which is exposed to the seed in the hopper.
Adjustment of the seed flow is accomplished by turning the
hexagonal nuts on the left end of the fluted-wheel drive shaft (see
Figure 15).

The outermost nut serves as a lock to prevent accidental

adjustment changes during operation.

As the adjusting nut (the inner-

most nut) is turned so as to move along the shaft to the right, the
cut-off and the fluted-wheel are forced to move laterally against the
spring.

This causes less of the fluted-wheel length to be exposed to

the seed in the hopper.

As the nut is turned to the end of its travel,

the fluted-wheel is moved entirely out of the case assembly and is
replaced by the smooth out-off.

The cut-off is prevented from

revolving by a keyway in the case assembly.

Calibrating marks along

a flattened side of the threaded portion of the shaft permit the
operator to adjust the mechsni sm to a predetermined seed flow rate.

In addition to moving the adjusting nut, the seed flow may be
regulated by changing the speed ratio of the fluted-wheel drive shaft
This is done with the use of appropriate sized drive chain sprockets.

45

FIGURE

15

FLUTED-WHEEL SEED METERING DEVICE
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For ue with Douglas-fir seed, the fluted-wheel revolves at one fourth
the cranking speed.
When the fluted-wheel metering device wa.

adapted to the

broadcasting machine, the twist-grip hopper shut-off mechanism was no
longer needed.

The flow of seed is autoinatical]-y started and stopped

by the nxvenients of the operating crank.

4C

DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THE BROADCASTING MACHINE

After the ndifications were judged to be mechanically
satisfactory by the designer, a complete set of detailed drawings were
made.

Such specifications as were necessary were included on the

drawings.

It was intended tbat the drawings could be used by any

conunercial m.chine shop tbat might be engaged to produce a sll nunther
of the broadcast seeders for extensive field trials.
Except for minor details such as the shape of the seed
hopper, the set of drawings (see Figure 16, pp. 50 through 60) depict
the laboratory model of the broadcasting machine as it exists at this
writing.

Figure 17, page 61, illustrates the position in which the

seeder is strapped to the operator.
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FIGURE 16
DETATFRT) DRAWINGS OF MANUALLY OPERATE])

TREE SEED BROADCASTING MACHINE

Sheet No.

Page

Sheet No.

Page

1

50

7

56

Nylon Gears
Nylon Washers

Plan View
Side Elevation
Front Elevation

Drive S1iaft

Flexible Shaft Unit
51

2

57

Base Plate
3

Crank Handle
Base Handle
Bolt Bracket
Metering Device Support

52

Hopper

4

53

Disc (Fan) Guard
5

9

Seed Metering Device
Drive Unit
Nylon Bearing

54

Broadcasting Disc (Fan)
Disc (Fan) Sbaft
Bearing Ring

10

59

Belly Support
Leather Straps

6

Gear Frame Sides
Gear Frame Bottom
Bearing Flanges
Spindle

60

11
Laminated Plastic
Cover (Enclosure)
Base Cover Plate
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FIGURE

17

OPERATING POSITION OF THE
BROADCAST SEEDER
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TESTING PROCEDURES

The following sections outline the types of tests performed
on the broadcast seeder during its development.

General statements

concerning the performance testing and field trials are given, but a

more detailed description of the mechanical durability test is made.

Laboratory Performance Testing

The testing that was performed on the broadcasting machine
fell into three classifications.

The first type of testing was done

by manually operating the machine while walking across canvases spread
upon a lawn.

used

to

This type of testing, which was described previously, was

evaluate the mechanical operation of the modifications,

estimate the swath width, and

to

to

observe the seed distribution pattern.

The tests were useful as a quick check on the performance of the
modifications during their construction.

Limited Field Performance Testing

The second testing classification consisted of preliminary
field trials.

Upon two occasions the laboratory model of the broad-

casting machine was loaned

to

different groups for the purpose of

direct seeding Douglas-fir on a limited field trial basis.
accompanied a third group during similar field trials.

The author

During and

after the field tests, the reactions and suggestions of the machine
operators were recorded for later study.

The comments concerned such

items as the balance of the machine, the method of strapping the
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ncMne to the operator, and the ease of operating the manual controls.
An evaluation of the field performance of the machine was made by
studying the seed distribution pattern.

Testing Durability of Mechanical Cononents

One important test eoniprised the third testing classification.

It was a laboratory test of the mechanical durability of the

maehine.

The following paragraphs explain the test details.

introduction

Purpose of the test.

The purpose of undertaking a laboratory

chine was to collect information which could

durability test of the

be used for predicting which parts of the mechazisins would be most
likely to fail first.

It was not expected that the test data would

provide a comparison of reliability between the broadcasting nchine
and the ndified Cyclone seeder because no similar data are available
for the latter.

Aaratus used.

The broadcasting machine was mounted on a

small table, together with a miniature torque-converter type trails-

mission and a one-quarter horsepower electric ntor.

Power was

delivered, by means of chains and suitable sprockets, froiii the ntor

through the variable speed transmission to the broadcasting machine.

Figure l, page G4, illustrates the apparatus as arranged for the test.
Procedure

test conditions.

Before the test was begun,

all of the nylon bearings in the nchine were lubricated

Lth a drop of
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FIGURE

18

APPARATUS FOR TESTING THE MECHANICAL
DURABILITY OF THE BROADCASTING MACHINE
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very light oil.

The drive cbain for the metering

lubricated with S.AE 30 oil.

nchanism was

No lubricant was applied to the nylon

gears or to the flexible shaft,

The machine was not oiled in any
There was a thin coating of

nnner during the remainder of the test.
aluminum dimt adhering to imst of the

mechanism surfaces, including the

gear, teeth; this dust was not renved.

The ooatln.g resulted from the

use of ainminum-dusted Douglas-fir seed during field trials.
After the motor was started, the output speed of the trans -

mission was adjusted so that the input shaft of the broadcasting
niachine was turning

0 revolutions per minute.

The apparatus was

operated for as long as practical each day but, due to lack of
personnel, could not be run continuously.

Starting and stopping the

apparatus was accomplished by siiaply inserting or reving the nctor
When the motor was started, the broad-

cord from a wall receptacle.

casting machine was instantly brought to full speed.

No attet was

made to reduce the shock loads caused by the quick starts.

It was

hoped that this method would reveal axy design flaws that might lead
to failure in service due to the starting torque.

The broadcasting machine wa operated in the above-described
manner for a total time of slightly over 100 hours in a period of 12
days.

During this period, the machine was subjected to a high 'starting

torqu.e a total of 31 times.
data.

Table III (see p.66) contains the test

The test was interrupted at the 100-hour point in order to use

it for deiintration purposes.

DATA R0ZD I**33(G RELIADILIT! TEST
c

BR0ADASTX1LG MACHINE

r

Hourof

Rm Tlae

Naer of
$tata

4

4/7/56

4/9/56

1.0

4

2.0

3

4.7

4

4/10/56

3

4/U156

1.0.0

4/12/56:

3

443/56

77
9',

4/14/56

13.3

1

445/56.

4.0

2

4/16/56

33.5

2

132

2

12.5

2

448/%

:3

2

/

Tota1a

1.00 1

31
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Discussion of results.
the test,
teeth.

No part of the nchine failed during

There was no appreciable aiunt of wear on the nylon gear

No wear could be detected on the moving surfaces of the

metering mechanism.

The shaft of the broadcast fan and the upper nylon

bearing supporting it showed evidence of considerable wear due to an
excessive amount of alumintun dust which had penetrated into the
bearing.

However, the shaft and bearing were still serviceable.
Additional signs of wear were found in the flexible shaft.

During the last 20 hours of the test, it was noted that a fine, reddish
powder was collecting under the shaft.
identified as iron oxide.

The powder was tentatively

It is very probable that the formation of

the iron oxide is due to the action of fretting corrosion.

This type

of corrosion results from a conibination of high pressures between metal

surfaces and continuous relative movement.

The continuous flexing of

the tightly twisted flexible shaft apparently established proper conditions for fretting corrosion to take place.

It is probable that

soidng the shaft in light oil occasionally would alleviate the
condition.

In evaluating the test it must be kept in mind that the
broadcasting machine was not in a new condition when the test began.
All of the component parts of the seeder, especially the flexible shaft
and the gear train, had been subjected to miny months of intermittent
testing, both in the laboratory and

in

the field,

Before the test was

begun, the machine was inspected and it was apparently

in

good
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eazdition; however, there wes no method by which the initial wear could
be evaluated in terms of service life.
oncluaj.ona.

It is impossible to derive definite conclusions

from a test such as described above.

The dependability of the new

broadsasting nschine cannot be compared with that of the

nodif led

Cyclon, seeder because ei1er data are not available for the latter
at this writing.

From the test results given above, one valid conclusion which

can be drawn Is that similar iohines will probably continue to funcEven

tion for at least 100 hours under the same laboratory conditions.
though the test conditions were me.de quite severe, ther. is

no wey to

valuate them in terms of actual field service.
It should also be pointed out that the effect of metering

seed through the enohine is mxwn; the tests were conducted with the
nsok!ne empty.

It is probable that the effect of the seed would be

alight.

It mey be concluded that there are no obvious design flaws in
the nschine which would cause early failure of a part.

However, the

test indicated that it would be advisable to lubricate the flexible
shaft occasionally.

In addition, the condition of the nylon bearings

and gears supports the design assumption

with very little

lubrication.

that nylon parts can function

It is planned at this writing

that a

similar test will be conducted in the near future, at which tins
mechine will be operated until failure occurs.

the
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CONCLTIQNS AIU RECcU4ENDATIO}

The oonclusions which follew are based upon an asalysia of

the coleten.se with which the objectives of the research were

fulfilled. A coarieon is

de between the new broadcasting meckine

and the medified Cyclone seeder.

wltjOfl5

arc necessary because, at this writing, the

project is not complete.

Conclusions

In reviewing the original state'nt of the project objectives
it can be concluded that they have been reasonably fulfilled in the

following
A swath width of approltLtely 27 feet (using Doug3.ae4ir
need) baa been obtained.

The needing rate has been wade easily and accurately
adjustable by means of a flut.d-tieel mechanism.

Seeding

rates f ron zero 'to 25 pounds or mere of seed per acre way

be obtained by proper adjustment of the fluted-wheel and
by varying the speed ratio of the metering device drive

meoTtem.
W.iht of the broadcasting wachine baa been kept to U
pounds when emp1y of seed.
The

ncr in which the wachine is strapped 'to the

operator allows freedom to use both
negotiating obstructions.

hai4

while
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The above statnte aheuld not be construed to seen that the
problem I*a been entirely solved.

As

t, the nwtering sechenian has

not been acstu'ately calibrated fox' use with Douglas-fir seed over a
wide rsx,ge of seeding rates. The oa34brationa used during testing

were only appr.xisete

Rigorous field testing eny disclose that

In abort, it eamt be maid that the
f(ni d.v*lont of the broadeut seeder 1*a been reached.
further seditieationa are needed

Regardless of the possible need for further developseni aork,

it can be concluded that the new tree seed broadcaster i. superior to

the sedified Cyclone leader in several iortant respects. Table IV
(a.. p.71) presents a sry of both the physical and operating
characteristics of the tao seeders.
It can be cone lu4ed that the use of nylon plastic for
bearings and gears sea successful. Based on the r.ault.s of the lindted

unt of testing that has been &me, it can be concluded that the
ruggedness and depandabUity of the driving seol*nism in the new

machim, is greater then that of the Cyclone seeder.

An iolrtaat coerieon between the tao machines is in the

characteristics of th. seed set.ring devices. Th. tluied.imbeel
is definitely superior to the adjustabl. slot aa'r*ngescnt of
the Cyclone seeder, The rita of the fluted-wheel type setering
device have been previously discussed, but the iiiortanoe of having an
accurate mechanian sheuld be aihasised. In order to obtain reliable

deta frcm direst seeding experisents, oloe1y controlled ae.ding retee
seat be used

This factor alone aould justify the used for an accurate
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TAIV
CMPARISON

'
AA8TINO *WmS

THE CRARATZE$TICS

TUO THEE

Olarsoteriitioa

Sth width (feet)

N

Bi*4eastiig

dif Led Cycic*e
Seeder

27

26

(rts)

3

2.

(oa
of
Doug3As4ir seed)

22

1.8

Reinforced plastic

Sbset

Eoer

OslMit7

Hr terisI
Weight of seeder

ty of seed (a)

Gear usterial

ta].-

.5

11

Ky1a plastic

Cast

Wet ..sentsl
N4 plastic

ZaaUal

Adjustable flnted.

Adjustable e]#t

Gear prvtsoti
Lubrie&tien

Seed

te3,

Brass bn.Mtga

Waist belt a

eulder stp

Stabilit'

Operater 1*s tree
use of both )

to negoti4t.
obstructiM

a*st
bold seeder
O

upright with -
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seed metering device; however, the cost of the tree seed is also an
iniportant item.

Douglas-fir seed prices have been in the neighborhood

of $10 to $20 per pound during the past several years.

Important

economic savings may be realized with the use of the fluted-wheel seed
metering device.

The weakest characteristic of the new machine is its weight.
As indicated by Table IV, it is twice as heavy as the modified Cyclone
seeder.

Although 11 pounds is within the weight limits specified in

the project objectives, it is greater than anticipated.

However, the

weight of -the new machine is reasonable and does not seriou1y affect
the operator's ability to traverse rough terrain.

Recommendations

It is recouBnended that further development of the new broadcasting iichine be continued.

Extensive field trials are needed to

determine accurately the actual service characteristics of the machine.

A study should be made to determine production short cuts which would
reduce the initial cost of the machine.

Specifically, the items which require more study are:
The possibility of reducing the overall weight of the
machine.

The re-design of the broadcast fan blades vLth the object
of increasing the swath width.
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The possibility of devising a set of interebangeable
fluted-wheels especially designed for the different tree
seeds

Methods of simplifying the construction of the machine;
for instance, the possibility of designing a round or
oval protective enclosure which would be easier to
fabricate than the square one.

If a great enough demand for the nachine develops so that
volwae production is warranted, it is reconmiended that an engineer

specializing in production methods be employed.

Such an engineer could

suggest nany small design changes which would simplify the construction
of the machine and reduce the overall cost.
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APPVWIX A
CM1CUL.&TIONS FcU THE DESI4
THE FLUIBLE PER A7T

77

CALCULA.TIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF
THE FLEXThLE POVER SHAFT

The following formula was used to determine the torque that
the flexible shaft xr!ust transmit:

T = Hp x 33,000 x 12
2 x N

where T

torque in pound-inches

N

revolutions per minute

Hp

horsepower transmitted
Assume that N equals approximately 1040 rpm and t1at the Hp

will be about one-sixteenth or 0.0625 horsepower.

Then
T

0.0625 x 33L000 x 12
2 x 1040

= 3.79 tound-inches
Using the calculated torque and an assumed rad1u

of

curvature equal to 5.5 inches, the proper tables (13, p.65) were used
to select S. S. White shaft No. 250L69, which is a
in diameter.

arter of an inch
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APPENDIX B
THEQI

EWfl2S K!LATIYE TO

T!IE DSI24 OF THE BROADCAST
FAN AND GEAR

AIN
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THEORY AND EQUATIONS RElATIVE TO
Th DESIGN OF TEE BROADCAST
FAN AND GXA.R TRAIN

The distance that a particle will travel after being thrown
This can

is a function of the initial kinetic energy imparted to it.
be expressed as
KE

where

1/2 fly2

is the kinetic enery, in is the mass of the particle (its

weight divided by the acceleration of gravity), and v is the linear
velocity.

It is also true that
v = r U)

where r is the radius of curvature and W is the angular velocity.

The

above equations reveal that, in order for two broadcast fans of
different diameter to throw a particle an equal distance, the
peripheral speed (tangential velocity) of the fans niust be equal.

Since it was desired to reduce the size of the fan in the new broadcaster (in other words, to reduce the radius of curvature) to
facilitate a more compact design, the angular velocity bad to be
increased.

This was accomplished by increasing the revolutions per

minute that the fan tu.ris.

The peripheral speed of the fan in feet per minute is equal
to its circumference in feet times the revolutions per minute.

From

the above theory it was determined that a fan of seven inches in
diameter turning approximately 1000 revolutions per minute would throw
the seed as far as the 10-inch fan of the Cyclone seeder.

It was

further determined ithat if the operator turned the crank at a rate of
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65 revolutions per minute, a gear train ratio of 1:16
necessary speed to the fan.

u1d inqart the

gi

APPENDIX C
DESIGN OF NYLON GEARS

DESIGN OF NYLON GEARS

The horsepower transmitting capacity of the nylon gears was

determined by use of the Lewis equation (9, p.l):

11_9.5x1O5xxPWxYxPLv
DP

where Hp

horsepower transmitted

SWS = safe working stress (pounds per square inch)

FW

width of gear face (inches)

y = tooth form factor (dimensionless)
PLV = pitch line velocity (feet per minute)
DP

diametral pitch (teeth per inch of diameter)
The nylon gears for the power train were designed by

substituting appropriate values in the above equation.

The values for

the safe working stress and the tooth form factor were taken from
tables especially prepared for FI 101 nylon by the Massachusetts
Institute of Teclmology (9, p.82).

The Lewis formula was originally derived for rigid metal
gears where slight inaccuracies of tooth form and spacing create high
dynamic loads which have to be carried on a single tooth.

However, the

resiliency of nylon allows contact of two or more teeth under load;
consequently, computations using the Lewis equation should be
conservative.
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APPENDIX D
BEARING LOAD DETEI1INATION
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BEARING LOAD DETEIEEMATI0N

Any force acting on a shaft or on axy part suc'i as a gear

attached to a shaft produces reactions at the supporting bearings
Tim stepa are necessary in determining bearing reactions.

First, the

nature, rlftgnitude, direction, and point of application of the applied

force

11zh respect to the supporting bearings must be Imown.

Secondly,

ihe beariug reactions are obtained by application of the laws of
rnchan1cs.
TJ8e is n.de of the three fundamental equations of
eqjiilibriuxn.

They are (4, p.9);

ZR - 0

m0

a0
where ZR

sum of radial forces in axy plane
sum of thruat or axial forces

XM

sum of Dx)ments about any point

The actual calculations are omitted from this text due to
their length an

complexity.

The results showed that nylon sleeve

bearings With an inside diameter of five sixteenths of an inch would

perform stisfactori1y.

